ABSTACT
This monograph describes how infantry units can use counterdrug operations to conduct unit Mission Essential Task List (METL) training. The flow of illegal drugs into the United States threatens our way of life. On September 18, 1989 the Secretary of Defense directed the Combatant Commanders to elevate the priority of counterdrug operations within their commands. Since this message legitimized the role of the armed services in the counterdrug war it is imperative that army tinits understand how to integrate counterdrug tasks into their training plans. This monograph explains how infantry commanders can use counterdrug missions to complement training on current unit METLs and thereby improve their unit combat readiness.
The monograph outlines the National Drug Control Strategy. It then shows how that strategy translates into military missions. The monograph explains the nation's three lines of defense against illegal drug traffic.
It also tells how the Army Counternarcotic Plan supports the national strategy to reduce the distribution of illegal drugs.
The monograph proposes three scenarios that require infantry units to assist civilian law enforcement agencies conducting counterdrug operations. At the end of each scenario is an explanation of how the infantry commander can use the *Battle Focus* training process to translate counterdrug tasks into wartime tasks. By following established training regulations infantry soldiers can receive wartime training while reducing the threat to our national security caused by the flow of illegal drugs.
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Title of Monograph:
Against The monograph outlines the National Drug Control Strategy.
It then shows how that strategy translates into military missions. The monograph explains the nation's three lines of defense against illegal drug traffic.
The monograph proposes three scenarios that require infantry units to assist civilian law enforcement agencies conducting counterdrug operations. At the end of each scenario is an explanation of how the infantry commander can use the *Battle Focus" training process to translate counterdrug tasks into wartime tasks. By following established training regulations infantry soldiers can receive wartime training while reducing the threat to our national security caused by the flow of illegal drugs. To understand how the flow of illegal drugs threatens our national Security, we must first review the interests and objectives defined in our National Security Strategy. Our National Military Strategy flows from that document. In the 1991 National Security Strategy, the president groups America's interests into four broad areas:
--The survival of the United States an a free and independent nation.
--A healthy and growing United States economy.
-2---Healthy and cooperative political relations with allies and friendly nations. 
The final line of defense envisioned by Secretary
Cheney was the attack on drugs within the United States. The three most likely scenarios involving these missions are:
--Deploy and conduct training missions along the southwest border of the United States in order to disrupt the flow of illegal drugs.
--
Linkup and provide security for law enforcement agents conducting raids on domestic or foreign drug production/distribution facilities. 
